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About This Game

Unforgiving Happiness

Unforgiving Happiness is a small puzzle-platformer.The objective is simple: connect the batteries to their matching color and
collect the energy. How to connect the batteries it's not as simple. Each level gets more difficult as the game progresses.

The reason why I made this game is because I want to challenge the minds of the players.
Each level has an achievement, and that achievement has a little puzzle. Some of the achievements are hidden.

When I was making the game, I was worried about providing only entertainment and not something that you could take with
you, for the rest of your life.

That's where the story comes in. Caught between a full-time job and a dream. I share my story of what was happening in my life
as I was making this game. I then shifted the story into the future to make it more interesting.

Features

Push, pull, jump, grab and a Gravity Gun

43 Achievements
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40 levels

12+ Tracks

My Story
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unforgiving happiness

It's like a mix of Supreme Commander/Warzone 2100, only 80MB, free, and easy to get a hold of. Plus it's 100% moddable..
Very impressed! a lot of love went into this visual extravaganza!. F*ck you for getting my hopes up.

I don't think this game has even been further developed since it was released, which wasn't much to begin with.. Normal
oldschool RPG.. Because of my hectic workhours, I didn't speak to my dad in a month.

But after I finished 3\/4 of this game, I grabbed my phone and called my dad and talked for a couple hours.

Thank you, Nanali Studios :')
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YAMI WO KIRISAKU, OH DESIRE!. Oddly, this steam-ported version of FF vs the 3rd Reich works correctly compared to
it's prequel. A definite must-buy for comic book geeks and tactical RPG connoisseurs, and the amount of modding resources
available is staggering.. Controller settings don't save depending on your system
horriffic interface
empty level design compared to Monkey Ball's "tight and to the point" focus
Challenge doesn't seem to be on making it but doing it fast
Looked good but overall bad. My grandfather smoked his whole life. I was about 13 when my mother said to him: "If you ever
want to see your grandchildren graduate, you have to stop." Tears welled up in his eyes as he realized what was at stake. He gave
it up immediatley. 3 years later he died of lung cancer. It was really sad and it destroyed me. My mother said to me: "Please,
don't put your family through what your grandfather did. Don't ever smoke." I'm 26 now and have never touched a cigarette in
my life. I feel a slight sense of regret never having done it though, because this game gave me cancer anyways.. During the first
few levels, I'll admit, I truly enjoyed the concept of evolving the creatures by grouping them, However, after advancing further
in, when the levels start to throw enemies at you and drop random creatures on the board, it really destroys the whole puzzle
element. It becomes less a puzzle game and more a "cross your fingers and hope the game doesn't screw over your strategy by
throwing the wrong creatures directly in your way" game. At that point you have almost no choice but to restart levels until they
work in your favourite or spend gems to move them. Can be extremely frustating.

For that reason, I honestly can't recommend this as a puzzle game. If you don't mind there being a major luck element\/possibly
restarting a lot, go for it, but for puzzling? No, don't buy.. Creeper World has its own take on the tower defense genre; you build
a system to maintain your power supply, keep every part of your defense system connected and try to connect the 'totems' to
proceed to the next level, while keeping the so called Creeper at bay. What makes this game fun is the fact that the Creeper uses
the laws of thermodynamics, thereby proving both a challenge and creating a certain predictability. As a strategy fan, I enjoyed
this game very much, it offers some great challenges!. Pros
-Nice colour scheme
-Nice soundtrack (NOT the music)
-Decent emoticons and badges

Cons
-Level 16 is literally impossible as theres a "laser" that isint even visible half the time and never turns off
-The slow down time is not needed and breaks the game (doesent make it easier, makes it worst)
-Most levels can be beat by hugging one of the walls
-The music is terrible (That one is a personal opinion)
-Terrible backrounds (From the trading cards)
-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t deaths
-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t tutorial (it only teaches you how to move)
-It cost money (not alot, but still)
-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t achievements (ex:Die 20 times, beat level one, beat level two, use slow mow
20 times)
-Cant use keyboard to select anything once the level is completed (Dosent sound like a big deal, but I'd like to drink my creamy
chocolate chill while playing a game, and as simple as this game is, it shouldnt need or have mouse controls)
-At this point I'll say anything to expand the cons list (ex:This)

Anyways, my opinion should be clear on this game... Even though im going to keep playing it because it has become a question
of pride.
http:\/\/www.steamcardexchange.net\/index.php?gamepage-appid-586970
Thats a link to see all the trading cards, emoticons, and badges.
FYI: This list is while graphics was on "fantastic".. At first blush, this game seemed like it would be pretty good - but that
feeling doesn't hold up over time. While there are 4 different factions in the game, they share the same 4 units. The single player
campaign quickly becomes tedious when all battles consist of the same exact strategy, I can imagine this game might be more
enjoyable multiplayer, but that aspect is pretty dead.. Short but sweet. Loved every second of it. People will complain about the
lack of instruction/ and its difficulty to shoot. But that's what makes it great.
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